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When designing a Data Mastering System (DMS), it’s all about the data. Data 

comes in many shapes and forms, and within every set of data there are hidden 

rules and complexities that are important to understand in order to process, store, 

surface, control and use that data; its nature if you will. This is the second of three 

articles about the nature of data. 

 

Part 2. The Temporality of Data 

 

Understanding how time applies to data is a critical concept when it comes to 

modelling data correctly. 

Most financial systems, in broad terms, have what is referred to as “static” data, 

which has no associated date, and “time-series” data, which has a single 

associated “valid for” business date. Examples of static data are country or 

currency data used for reference purposes, and this data is valid across all dates; 
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whereas examples of time-series data are stock prices and holdings, which are valid 

for a given business date. 

So where is the problem with this approach? Consider the following scenario: a 

portfolio manager (PM) at 6pm on Monday evening runs an end of day (EOD) 

holdings report for a portfolio and notes that it holds 1M shares of IBM. At 1am on 

Tuesday morning a purchase of 200K shares of IBM that was traded on Monday, 

but delayed, hits the system. At 7am on Tuesday morning the PM runs Monday’s 

EOD holdings report again, but now finds that it has changed to reflect a holding of 

1.2M shares of IBM. Given this, how does the PM confirm that the holdings were 

read correctly the previous evening? If they were, how does the PM find out what 

happened overnight? The related cash accounts might now be overdrawn and have 

incurred fees due to the purchase of the unexpected 200K shares of IBM, so was 

this a mistake or a cost that couldn’t have been avoided?  

To investigate, the PM could just recreate the EOD holdings report from Monday at 

6pm that showed 1M shares of IBM and compare the differences, right? 

Unfortunately, not. The problem is that the holdings data only contains a single 

business date and does not track the date and time that it was added to or updated 

in the system. The PM can only ask for the holdings data using this business date, 

Monday, which can return only the latest data for that business date, which in this 

case now shows 1.2M shares of IBM. Now to be fair, in most systems it would be 

possible to look at the transaction history and figure out what occurred overnight 

and why; but this would take time and effort to diagnose given an incomplete 

understanding of what had happened in the first place. 

There is a better way, “bi-temporality”! As the name suggests, this means two 

timelines for data, though in practice it means adding to all data a date and time 

that the system knew about the data, i.e. when it was loaded, committed, or 

received into the system. So static data becomes a time-series of when it was 

known to the system, and stock prices and holdings data becomes a “bi-temporal” 

timeseries, where both a valid-for business date and a when-known system date-

time are tracked independently. 
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Given this, it is then possible for the PM to run a report asking the system what it 

knew at 6pm on Monday evening (also known as “as-at” a given system date and 

time), about the EOD holdings for Monday (also known as “as-of” a given business 

date), versus what the system knows now about the EOD holdings for Monday. A 

well designed bi-temporal data system allows, for instance, a PM to run a report for 

what a given portfolio looked like to the system, 6 months ago, at 2:49pm on a 

Tuesday. 

Bi-temporality is a powerful concept that creates the ability to “time-travel” 

through data. It enables a fundamental understanding of data and the decisions 

that were taken using that data. This provides value for so many areas of finance: 

for compliance, audit and risk in the ability to explain and reproduce exactly a 

given report or set of data, to research and portfolio management where learning 

from the past is key to investing for the future. 

For more information about Aprexo or to arrange a demo visit www.aprexo.com or 

email markus.ruetimann@aprexo.com. 

 


